Joint Conference of Young Researchers in European Studies and African Studies in Israel

IMMIGRATION
Monday, January 16th, 2017
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev | Rotem Hall, Dekel Hall

**Keynote speakers** -
Dr. Marie Rodet, SOAS | University of London
Ms. Andrea E. Ostheimer | Head of Department for Sub-Saharan Africa, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung

8:30 **Gathering and Registration** | Rotem Hall

9:00 **Greetings:**
Prof. Sharon Pardo | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Dr. Michael Borchard | Director, Konrad Adenauer-Stiftung, Israel

9:15 **Keynote speaker** –
Dr. Marie Rodet, SOAS | University of London
*(Re)thinking African Migration from an Intersectional Perspective*

10:15-12:00 **Immigrants and Host Countries**
| Rotem Hall
**Chair:** Dr. Marie Rodet, SOAS | University of London

- Geopolitical Injustices, the Illness of Western Culture, and Maintaining a Muslim Identity in Germany - Millî Görüş Writing on “the West” for Turks in Germany in the 80’s
  Mr. Uri Rosenberg | Tel-Aviv University

- The Right not to Have Anything - Migrant Workers from Central Asia and the Caucasus in the Russian Federation
  Ms. Narmina Abdulaev | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

- Is Africa Growing out of Poverty? How Comparative History Can Enrich Contemporary Development Debates
  Mrs. Marlous Von Waijenburg | Northwestern University

12:00 **Politics, Community, Health**
| Dekel Hall
**Chair:** Dr. Anat Rosental | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

- On Their Way - Medical and Communal Aspects of Migration from the Middle East and Afghanistan – Case Study from a Transit Camp in Serbia
  Mr. Einav Levy | Vrije Universiteit Brussels

- Models for Community Health Workers in the Care of Repatriated Refugees in Rural Burundi
  Ms. Rivka Leff | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

- Institutional Evolution and Change in Kenya’s Water Governance
  Ms. Ornit Avidar | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

12:45 **Grants Ceremony** - in memory of Vladimir Glochov
13:00 Lunch (for participants)

14:15-16:00 Inclusion - Exclusion of Immigrants and Refugees | Rotem Hall
Chair: Dr. Foteini Asderaki | University of Piraeus
How am I Related to All This? Identity and Belonging Among Young Eritrean and Sudanese Asylum Seekers in Israel
Ms. Michal Schendar | Tel Aviv University
Transitions and Movements in the Journey of Aliya - The Case Study of Zera Beita Israel
Dr. Ravit Talmi Cohn | Tel Aviv University
The Internet as a Transnational Space for Examination of Political Issues in Sudan - the Case of Darfur
Ms. Inbal Ben Yehuda | Tel Aviv University

Constructing Identity in Urban Spaces | Dekel Hall
Chair: Prof. Ruth Ginio | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Social Conflict and the Urban Youth Bulge in Sub-Saharan Africa
Ms. Ashira Menashe-Oren | The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Community Surveillance and Private Corners - Between Facebook and WhatsApp in Urban Ghana
Mr. Elad Ben-Elul | Tel Aviv University
Here We Play, Not Cry - Eritrean Lament Ceremonies in South Tel-Aviv's Public Space as a Space of Struggle and Identity Formation
Mr. Adam Rotbard | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Effect of Driver's Labour Conditions on Minibus Services in Lubumbashi, DRC
Ms. Tamara Kerzhner | The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

16:15 - 18:00 The Lens of Culture in the Lives of Immigrants | Rotem Hall
Chair: Dr. Leonardo Cohen | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Online Opposition - Political Implications of Internet Usage Among Eritreans in Israel
Mr. Itamar Dubinsky | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Africa through the Lens of the Media
Ms. Adi Kraut Adler | Tel-Aviv University
Gazing at Africa in Style - African Fashion and Politics in New Media
Mr. Raz Herman | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
“Intimate Strangers” - Perceptions of Eritrean Men Asylum Seekers Regarding Intimate Relationships
Ms. Lior Birger | The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

18:00 Concluding Remarks: Prof. Lynn Schler | Ben-Gurion University of the Negev | Rotem Hall
Dinner (for participants)